Introduction {#bhx295s1}
============

The difference in sound level between the 2 ears provides an important sound localization cue for most mammals, and is the principal basis by which animals with small heads and high-frequency hearing, such as rats and mice, localize sounds in the horizontal plane ([@bhx295C8]; [@bhx295C79]; [@bhx295C40]). Extracellular recordings have been used to explore the sensitivity of neurons to interaural level differences (ILDs) in the primary auditory cortex (A1) of a variety of species. Nevertheless, fundamental questions remain unanswered.

One important issue concerns the diversity of spatial tuning in A1. Studies of spatial and ILD sensitivity in a range of species have shown that the majority of A1 neurons prefer contralateral stimuli, though many are omnidirectional (i.e., lack spatial selectivity) and others respond best to ipsilateral or midline locations (e.g., [@bhx295C45]; [@bhx295C58]; [@bhx295C26]; [@bhx295C50]; [@bhx295C7]; [@bhx295C59]; [@bhx295C86]). In contrast, it has been reported that neurons in rat A1 exhibit exclusively contralateral hemifield spatial preferences ([@bhx295C23]; [@bhx295C84]). This raises questions about the nature of spatial tuning in A1 of other rodents, like mice, with comparable hearing ranges and head sizes.

A second, long-standing question concerns whether binaural preferences are spatially organized in A1. Early investigations of binaural sensitivity often categorized neurons discretely based on their responses to sounds presented monaurally or binaurally. Intriguingly, neurons in A1 of cats ([@bhx295C24]; [@bhx295C44]) and ferrets ([@bhx295C33]) were found to be organized into bands of binaural summation and suppression that alternate perpendicular to the tonotopic gradient and extend throughout the cortical depth, thereby providing evidence for columnar organization.

As later studies employed more diverse binaural response categories and a greater range of species, the spatial organization of binaural interaction properties within A1 became less clear. Rather than distinct bands, some studies reported spatial clusters of neurons with similar binaural properties scattered across the cortical surface ([@bhx295C60]; [@bhx295C34]; [@bhx295C62]; [@bhx295C65]; [@bhx295C51]), and others found organization only in thalamo-recipent layers ([@bhx295C55]; [@bhx295C63]). The pallid bat appears to stand apart from other species by possessing 2 separate regions of A1: 1 in which neurons show ipsilateral ear inhibition, and another wherein neuronal responses are facilitated by binaural stimulation ([@bhx295C59]). How neurons in mouse A1 are organized according to their binaural properties remains unexplored.

The aforementioned studies examined spatial response properties using microelectrodes, which sparsely sample the cortex, favor the most active neurons, and potentially pool responses from several neurons. If A1 neurons are arranged into binaural bands or clusters, neighboring neurons within those regions should have similar ILD preferences, but microelectrode recordings do not necessarily provide the spatial resolution to test this. In vivo 2-photon calcium imaging, on the other hand, can be used to simultaneously measure the responses of the majority of neurons located within a few hundred micrometers. The recent application of 2-photon calcium imaging to the mouse auditory cortex ([@bhx295C3]; [@bhx295C64]; [@bhx295C10]; [@bhx295C82]; [@bhx295C28]) has offered new insights into its tonotopic organization ([@bhx295C30]). Furthermore, it has revealed fine gradients of binocular response preferences within the microarchitecture of ocular dominance columns in primary visual cortex ([@bhx295C31]). However, this high-resolution approach has not so far been used to probe the sensitivity of cortical neurons to binaural sound features.

Transgenic mouse strains allow cell-type specific targeting that is not yet possible in other mammals, and many of the new and most powerful technologies for studying neural circuits have been developed in this species (e.g., multiphoton imaging). Consequently, the mouse model is growing in popularity in studies of the auditory system, and it is important to establish how the representation of binaural cues in the mouse auditory cortex compares to other mammalian species.

In the present study, we used a genetically encoded calcium indicator and in vivo 2-photon imaging to characterize the cortical representation of ILD preferences at the microcircuit level in mice. By measuring the frequency tuning of these neurons, we were also able to compare the cortical organization of ILD and frequency preferences at both local and global scales.

Materials and Methods {#bhx295s2}
=====================

All animal procedures were approved by the local ethical review committee at the University of Oxford and performed under license from the UK Home Office. Twenty-one female mice were used in total: 18 C57BL/6 J mice (Harlan Laboratories); and 3 GCamP6f reporter line mice obtained by mating the floxed Ai95 (RCL-GCaMP6f)-D line (Jackson Laboratories; stock number 024105) with the CaMKIIalpha-Cre T29--1 line (Jackson Laboratories; stock number: 005359).

Viral Vector Injection {#bhx295s2a}
----------------------

GCamP6m expression was induced through viral vector injection in 15 C57BL/6J mice. At age 5--6 weeks, mice were premedicated with dexamethasone (Dexadreson, 4 μg s.c.), atropine sulfate (Atrocare, 1 μg s.c.) and carprofen (Rimadyl, 0.15 μg s.c.), and were then put under general anesthesia with fentanyl (Sublimaze, 0.05 mg/kg i.p.), midazolam (Hypnovel, 5 mg/kg i.p.) and medetomidine hydrochloride (Domitor, 0.5 mg/kg i.p.). Once anesthetized, the mouse was placed in a stereotaxic frame (Model 900LS, David Kopf Instruments). Body temperature was kept at 36--37 °C through the use of a DC Temperature Controller (FHC) with a rectal thermometer input and a heating mat output. The depth of anesthesia was monitored by rear paw pinch and through observation of the respiratory pattern. The eyes were covered with eye ointment (Maxitrol, Alcon) to prevent corneal desiccation. The skin over the injection site was shaved, cleaned with ethanol and injected with bupivacaine (Marcain, 40 μg s.c.). A scalp incision was then made and the right temporal muscle retracted to reveal the right upper squamosal bone of the skull. The location of A1 was estimated using stereotaxic coordinates (70% of the distance from Bregma to Lambda, and \~4.5 mm lateral from the midline) and 2 small holes (\~0.4 mm diameter) were drilled over the right primary auditory fields, separated rostrocaudally by ∼0.5 mm. Vascular landmarks were also used to more precisely determine the location of the injection sites ([@bhx295C73]).

We used an adeno-associated viral vector expressing GCaMP6m under the synapsin I promoter (AAV1.Syn.GCaMP6m.WPRE.SV40, Penn Vector Core) to image calcium dynamics. Synapsins are neuron-specific proteins expressed in both excitatory and inhibitory cells ([@bhx295C37]). Because ∼80% of cortical neurons are excitatory ([@bhx295C80]), we expect the vast majority of the labeled cells to be excitatory neurons. Approximately 200 nl of the viral construct diluted (1:2) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Sigma Aldrich) was slowly (\~2 min) injected via each hole at 4 depths spanning 50--400 μm below the pial surface. Injections were made using a pulled glass pipette (20--30 μm inner tip diameter) and a custom-made air pressure injection system. Following injection, the skin was sutured close and general anesthesia was reversed with flumazenil (Anexate, 0.5 mg/kg i.p.) and atipamezol (Antisedan, 2.5 mg/kg i.p.). Postoperative buprenorphine (Vetergesic, 1 ml/kg s.c.) and enrofloxacine (Baytril, 2 ml/kg s.c.) were administered immediately after surgery and again 24 h later.

Retrobead Injections {#bhx295s2b}
--------------------

To confirm injection of the viral vector into the auditory cortex, we injected red fluorescent retrobeads (Lumafluor Inc, 2 μl undiluted) into 3 mice of the same age (5--6 weeks), following the same surgical procedure and the same injection coordinates described above. Retrograde labeling of thalamocortical neurons in the medial geniculate body, which is the main thalamic relay sending feed-forward inputs to auditory cortex, was later assessed using a fluorescent microscope.

In Vivo 2-Photon Calcium Imaging {#bhx295s2c}
--------------------------------

For the 15 GCaMP6m-injected animals, in vivo 2-photon imaging sessions were performed 3--6 weeks after the injection. All mice (15 GCaMP6m-injected and 3 from the reporter line) were imaged at \<12 weeks of age, before the reported development of substantial high-frequency hearing loss ([@bhx295C27]). Mice were premedicated as above with dexamethasone and atropine. General anesthesia was induced with an intraperitoneal injection of 100 mg/kg ketamine (Vetalar) and 0.14 mg/kg medetomidine hydrochloride, and was maintained with hourly subcutaneous injections of ketamine (50 mg/kg/h) and medetomidine (0.07 mg/kg/h). After shaving the scalp and applying bupivacaine (40 μg s.c.), the skin was incised and the temporal muscle retracted to expose the viral vector injection sites. A circular craniotomy ∼2.5 mm in diameter was made over the right auditory cortex following the same stereotaxic coordinates and vasculature landmarks for all animals (see above). The exposed area was covered with a cover glass (Thermo Fisher Scientific), which was secured to the skull edge with cyanoacrylate adhesive (UltraGel, Pattex). Dental cement (UniFast Trad, GC Dental Products Corporation) was used to secure a small steel holding bar onto the left side of the skull and to create a small fluid basin around the craniotomy, in order to immerse the objective in artificial cerebro-spinal fluid during imaging. The mice were then head-fixed to the stage and placed under the microscope.

Imaging of calcium transients was performed using a Thorlabs B-Scope 2-photon microscope controlled by ScanImage 4.1 software (<http://scanimage.org> \[last accessed 23 October 2017\]). Excitation light was emitted by a Mai-Tai eHP laser (SpectraPhysics; 70 fs pulse width, 80 MHz repetition rate) tuned to 930 nm. The beam was directed into a Conoptics modulator (laser power, as measured under the objective, was 15--30 mW) and scanned through an 8 kHz resonant scanner in the *x*-plane and a galvanometric scanning mirror in the y-plane. The resonant scanner was used in bidirectional mode, at a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels, allowing us to acquire frames at a rate of \~30 Hz. A 16X/0.80W LWD immersion objective (Nikon) was used and emitted photons were guided through a 525/50 filter onto GaAsP photomultipliers (Hamamatsu). All neuronal fields were 250 × 250 μm in size and were imaged 200--350 μm below the pial surface, in cortical layers II/III ([@bhx295C1]).

Sound Presentation {#bhx295s2d}
------------------

All stimuli were presented to the ears via a closed acoustic delivery system comprising 2 EC1 electrostatic speakers (Tucker-Davis Technologies), each coupled to a 12-cm-long silicone tube leading into the ear canal. Delivery of the sounds directly into the ear canals provided precise control over ILDs and prevented acoustic cross-talk between the 2 ears. Sound stimuli were generated using a RZ6 multiprocessor (Tucker-Davis Technologies) and controlled via customized MATLAB (MathWorks) software. The output response of the speakers was measured using a Brüel & Kjær calibration system with a GRAS 40DP microphone coupled to the end of the silicone tube. The speaker output was then filtered to produce a flat spectral response (±3 dB) from 1.5--80 kHz at the desired sound levels.

All stimuli in this study were 100 ms in duration (\~3 imaging frames) with 5 ms cosine onset and offset ramps, and were presented at a rate of 0.65 Hz. Broadband noise bursts (2--60 kHz) were presented binaurally with ILDs ranging from −30 dB to +30 dB, in 10 dB steps, where negative ILDs indicate that the sound level was greater in the contralateral (left) ear. This range covers the naturally occurring ILD range in mice ([@bhx295C8]; [@bhx295C40]) and has been previously used to study ILD sensitivity in this species ([@bhx295C83]). Based on the head-related transfer function (HRTF) of mice, the ILDs presented here correspond approximately to sounds coming from ∼0°, ±18°, ±61°, and ±90° in the azimuthal plane ([@bhx295C8]). However, a strict conversion of the ILD values of broadband sounds to the spatial directions of free-field stimuli is not possible because the generation of ILDs is frequency dependent. The same broadband noise bursts were also presented monaurally to each ear. We presented these stimuli at an average binaural level (ABL) of 60 and 80 dB sound pressure level (SPL) for 6 mice, and 40, 60, and 80 dB SPL for 12 mice (including the 3 mice from the reporter line). Diotic pure tones (100 ms duration, 5 ms onset/offset ramps) were also presented at 18 frequencies (1.9--50 kHz, with 0.6 octave spacing) and 4 levels (40, 60, 80, and 100 dB SPL). Ten repetitions of the tones and 12 repetitions of the noise stimuli were presented in pseudorandom order, in separate blocks. This stimulus set was repeated for each imaging field in each mouse.

The microscope and mouse were enclosed within a sound- and light-attenuating box. Ambient room noise was \<42 dB SPL inside this box, and primarily consisted of energy \<200 Hz, which is outside the hearing range of the mouse ([@bhx295C19]). The resonant scanner generated a constant acoustical tone of 8 kHz during imaging that was \<30 dB SPL near the mouse's head. Cross-talk measurements between the speaker inputs to the 2 ears were made by inserting the calibration microphone in one ear canal and presenting a 95 dB SPL, 500-ms-long broadband noise burst to the contralateral ear. The intensity of the noise burst measured at the ear contralateral to stimulation was barely (\<1 dB) above ambient room noise level.

Histology {#bhx295s2e}
---------

At the end of each imaging session, or 3 days after the fluorescent retrobeads injection, the mouse was overdosed (100 mg/kg ketamine and 0.14 mg/kg medetomidine, i.p.) and perfused transcardially, first with PBS and then with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. After 2 days in fixative, and one in 20% sucrose solution, the brain was sectioned in the coronal plane at a thickness of 60 μm on a freezing stage microtome and mounted on glass slides. The sections were examined with a Leica DMR upright fluorescence microscope. Excitation wavelength was 480 nm for visualizing eGFP and 530 nm for rhodamine retrobeads. Images were processed offline using ImageJ (NIH).

Data Analysis {#bhx295s2f}
-------------

### Isolating the Responses of Single Neurons from Imaging Fields {#bhx295s2f_1}

We analyzed data from 80 imaging fields (250 μm × 250 μm) across 18 mice. Analysis was performed offline using customized MATLAB software.

Mechanical drift in the *x*--*y* imaging plane was corrected using efficient subpixel registration methods ([@bhx295C16]), and a time-averaged image was then generated from all recorded frames in the given field. Neurons were identified by visually inspecting this time-averaged frame and videos of frame-by-frame changes in fluorescence. Regions of interest (ROIs) corresponding to cell bodies were identified manually as in [@bhx295C4]. The most common indicator of the health of a neuron labeled with a GCaMP indicator is the absence of nuclear filling ([@bhx295C74]; [@bhx295C9]). By manually identifying the imaged cell bodies, we were able to exclude all the filled cells from further analysis (as in [@bhx295C74]). For each cell, the signal at each time frame was calculated as the average fluorescence across all pixels inside the ROI (*F*(t)). A high pass filter with a cut-off of 0.02 Hz was applied to this time series to eliminate slow fluctuations in the signal. The baseline fluorescence (*F*~0~) for a given ROI was calculated as the median of the 10th--70th percentile of fluorescence values across all frames. The highest 30% of fluorescence values was not included in the baseline calculation in order to exclude the transient increases in calcium concentration due to action potentials. The fluorescence time series for the neuron was then corrected for the baseline using the formula: (*F*(t) -- *F*~0~)/*F*~0~, which is commonly denoted as Δ*F*/*F*~0~. This normalizes the differences in overall fluorescence across cells that can occur due to differences in GCaMP6 expression. A correction for neuropil signal contamination was applied to each neuron's fluorescence trace as described previously ([@bhx295C9]), using a contamination ratio of *r* = 0.6 ([@bhx295C35]).

### Inferring Spikes from Calcium Transients {#bhx295s2f_2}

Spike trains were inferred from neuronal calcium transients using a compressive sensing technique extensively described in [@bhx295C11] and available on github (<https://github.com/KordingLab/nerds> \[last accessed 23 October 2017\]). Parameters for the estimation of calcium transient templates were set separately for GCaMP6m and GCaMP6f, as the rise and decay times differ for these 2 indicators. These parameters were optimized using our own dataset, and they agree well with those reported by [@bhx295C9] for mouse V1 responses. The inferred spikes were used only to validate our findings presented here, which are all based on the analysis of the original calcium transients.

### Identifying Responsive Neurons {#bhx295s2f_3}

We determined whether each neuron was significantly responsive to noise bursts and/or tones in separate analyses. The response to each presentation of a sound was compared across 2 time windows: the prestimulation period comprised of the 14 frames immediately prior to stimulus onset (\~500 ms), and the stimulation period, which comprised the 14 frames from the onset of the stimulus (\~500 ms). Paired *t*-tests (1-tailed, alpha = 0.01) were carried out on the maximum Δ*F*/*F*~0~ values in each of the pre and post-stimulus windows across repeated presentations of any one sound, for each ILD and each pure tone frequency. Neurons that responded significantly to the noise burst at any ILD were considered to be driven by noise bursts, and those responding to at least one of the 18 frequencies were considered to be responsive to tones. Expressing neural responses as the sum of Δ*F*/*F*~0~ values in each of these time windows, rather than the maximum Δ*F*/*F*~0~, yielded similar results to those reported here (data not shown).

Throughout all the analyses that follow, we defined the "response" of a neuron to a sound as the neuron's difference in peak florescence between the stimulation and prestimulation period. By estimating the response as a difference between the values obtained in these time periods, we controlled for any temporally local fluctuations in fluorescence signals.

### Quantifying ILD and Frequency Sensitivity in Responsive Neurons {#bhx295s2f_4}

We can think of each presentation of a sound as a single "trial" in our experiment. To assess the ILD sensitivity of neurons that were significantly responsive to noise bursts, a neuron's trial-averaged response to each ILD and ABL combination was visualized as an ILD Response Area plot. To statistically test if a neuron was sensitive to ILD, the responses to binaural noise bursts were compared across the 7 ILDs using a 1-way ANOVA (alpha = 0.05). Sensitivity to ILD was assessed separately at each ABL.

If a neuron was found to be sensitive to ILD at a given ABL, its peak ILD was determined as the ILD eliciting the highest average response. Taking the peak of the response curve as the neuron's stimulus preference has also been used in previous studies of ILD ([@bhx295C57]) and ITD ([@bhx295C5]) sensitivity in rodent auditory cortex. We calculated the slopes of the ILD response functions as the difference between the average neuronal responses to 2 contiguous ILD values. These slopes were calculated between all pairs of contiguous ILD values, and were derived separately for each ABL.

In addition to the peak ILD, we also calculated the weighted ILD preference of ILD-sensitive neurons. Weighted averaging has been used to define ILD or spatial preferences of neurons in previous studies ([@bhx295C50]; [@bhx295C6]; [@bhx295C46]), and has the advantage of quantifying a neuron's ILD response based on the responses across the entire range of ILDs tested. We calculated the weighted ILD preference (also known as the "centroid") of these neurons at each ABL as: $${ILD}_{weighted} = \left. {\sum\limits_{i{= 1}}^{n}{\mathit{ILD}_{i}{\  \cdot \ }{\overset{®}{r}}_{i}}}/{\sum\limits_{i{= 1}}^{n}\mathit{ILD}_{i}} \right.,$$where *i* is the index of *n* = 7 ILD values, *ILD*~*i*~ is the signed *i*^th^ ILD value in dB, and ${\overset{®}{r}}_{i}$ is the trial-averaged neural response to *ILD*~*i*~.

Neuronal frequency sensitivity was also assessed for tone-responsive neurons. Frequency Response Area (FRA) plots were constructed from the average response to each tone frequency and ABL. The FRA was smoothed with a 3-point running average across frequencies to aid visualization. A 2-way ANOVA (with frequency and level as variables) was used to determine if the neuronal response was significantly modulated by sound frequency or level (alpha = 0.05). For neurons showing a main effect of frequency, the best frequency (BF) was then determined as the frequency eliciting the highest mean response, averaged across all levels ([@bhx295C17]; [@bhx295C4]). If the neuron's response at BF was \<3 standard deviations above the prestimulus response, the neuron was classified as having no clear BF. Visual inspection of the FRA plots yielded similar BFs across the neural population (as in [@bhx295C64]; data not shown).

To identify the orientation of the BF gradient in each mouse, we followed the procedure described in [@bhx295C4]. We correlated the BF of all neurons with their position on the *x* (rostro-caudal) axis. This correlation was recalculated while rotating the *x*-axis in 1° intervals throughout 360°. The axis rotation producing the strongest negative correlation was taken as the orientation of the tonotopic gradient.

### Categorizing the Binaural Properties of Neurons {#bhx295s2f_5}

To facilitate comparisons with earlier papers describing the organization of binaural interactions in A1 (e.g., [@bhx295C24]; [@bhx295C44]), we discretely categorized the binaural properties of neurons based on their responses to noise bursts presented monaurally to either ear and diotically (i.e., with an ILD of 0 dB). As described above for ILD stimuli and pure tones, paired *t*-tests (1-tailed, alpha = 0.01) comparing the maximum Δ*F*/*F*~0~ values during the prestimulation and stimulation periods were used to determine if a neuron was responsive to each of the monaural and diotic noise stimuli. The results of these *t*-tests were then used to classify each neuron into 1 of 4 monaural categories, following the categorization used by [@bhx295C85]. Neurons were categorized separately for each ABL. A neuron was classified as: (1) "EO" if it was responsive to monaural noise in the contralateral ear but not the ipsilateral ear; (2) "OE" if it was driven by monaural noise in the ipsilateral ear but not the contralateral ear; (3) "EE" if it was driven by monaural stimulation in both ears; (4) "OO/F" if it responded only to the diotic stimulus, but not monaural stimulation, thus showing binaural facilitation (termed "PB" in [@bhx295C85]).

The OO/F category describes a form of binaural interaction. For the other 3 categories, we determined whether each neuron showed binaural interactions by computing a Binaural Interaction Index (BII). This index divides the response elicited by the diotic stimulus by the sum of responses to the 2 monaural stimuli ([@bhx295C14]; [@bhx295C85]; [@bhx295C23]). Following the conventions of [@bhx295C85], a diotic response that was 20% higher than the sum of the 2 monaural responses (i.e., a BII \> 1.2), was considered to indicate "binaural facilitation". Such neurons were categorized as EO/F, OE/F or EE/F, depending on their monaural response category. A BII \< 0.8 was considered to represent "binaural inhibition", and these neurons were categorized as EO/I or OE/I. If 0.8 \< BII \< 1.2, the binaural interaction was very weak, possibly resulting from random fluctuations. In these cases, neurons were categorized as EO/N, OE/N or EE/N, where "N" indicates no binaural interaction. Finally, EE neurons with a diotic response \<80% of the sum of the monaural responses and \>80% of the response to monaural stimulation of the dominant ear were considered to exhibit "binaural occlusion", and were classified as EE/O.

### Principal Components Analysis {#bhx295s2f_6}

We used principal components analysis to identify common patterns in responses to noise bursts that differ in ILD across a large population of neurons. The population included all neurons that were responsive to noise bursts at any ABL (paired *t*-test, alpha = 0.01), pooled across the 9 mice for which broadband stimuli were presented at 3 ABLs. The principal components analysis was carried out on a response matrix consisting of the trial-averaged responses to the 21 stimuli (7 ILDs × 3 ABLs). The average responses of each neuron were normalized by the neuron's maximum average response across all ILDs, so that neurons with higher overall spike rates (i.e., larger fluorescence transients) did not dominate the population variance.

### Decoding ILD Responses {#bhx295s2f_7}

Our decoding algorithm was adopted from the opponent-process decoder described in detail by previous extracellular recording studies ([@bhx295C70]; [@bhx295C32]). For each noise-responsive neuron (paired *t*-test, see above), responses to noise at a given ILD were pooled across all ABLs presented, so that the decoder was required to classify ILD and not just the absolute level in either ear. We performed linear regression to determine whether each neuron's response showed an overall increase or decrease with more positive ILD values. Negative regression slopes indicated that the neuron preferred contralateral ILDs, while those with positive slopes preferred ipsilateral ILDs.

In order to normalize differences in peak fluorescence (i.e., spike rates) across neurons, the trial-averaged responses of all monotonic neurons to each ILD were divided by the maximum average response across all ILDs. For a given population size (*s*), neurons were then sampled at random from all GCaMP6m-injected mice and imaging fields. The normalized neural responses to each ILD were averaged across all contralateral-preferring neurons and all ipsilateral--preferring neurons, separately. This produced an ILD response curve for the contralateral- and ipsilateral preferring neural populations (see example in Fig. [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The difference between these 2 population responses provided a population-wide ILD opponent-channel code. While nonsimultaneous neuronal responses were pooled here across different imaging fields, previous studies have shown that noise correlations have minimal effects on the performance of this type of opponent-channel decoder ([@bhx295C32]).

Our decoding algorithm attempted to identify the ILD of the sound presented to the mouse on each individual "trial" by comparing the opponent-channel response on that trial to the average opponent-channel responses to ILDs derived from all other trials (i.e., leave-one-out cross-validation). The ILD producing the most similar opponent-channel response was determined to be the ILD of the trial in question. The performance of this decoder was quantified for each mouse using the mean unsigned error, calculated as average absolute difference between the true ILD and the decoded ILD across trials. The mean unsigned error was normalized by the maximal error possible for the task.

The opponent-channel decoder was run 1000 times at each tested population size, and the resulting mean unsigned error was averaged across these repetitions to remove the effects of the specific subpopulation of neurons randomly sampled for decoding.

### Estimating Noise and Signal Correlations Between Pairs of Neurons {#bhx295s2f_8}

Signal correlation was estimated to determine the degree to which a pair of neurons showed similar tuning to sound properties. A related metric, noise correlation, was also calculated for each neuronal pair to estimate the correlation between the activity of the 2 neurons that is unrelated to the type of sound presented, but which may instead arise due to network dynamics and connectivity between the neurons. Signal and noise correlations were calculated separately for responses to ILD noise stimuli and tones. In each case, only neurons showing a significantly driven response and sensitivity to the stimulus parameter of interest (see *t*-test and ANOVA descriptions above) were included in the correlation analyses.

We followed the procedures for calculating noise and signal correlations previously described in detail by [@bhx295C64], and so they are summarized only briefly here. To calculate noise correlations, each response of a neuron to a single sound presentation was normalized for stimulus effects by subtracting the neuron's average response to that stimulus type across multiple presentations (i.e., the given ILD or frequency, at the given ABL). The noise correlation between a pair of neurons was then estimated as the correlation between the normalized trial-by-trial responses of the 2 neurons. Signal correlations were estimated as the correlation between the trial-averaged responses of any 2 neurons, minus the noise correlation estimate for the neuronal pair. Signal and noise correlation could, therefore, only be calculated between neurons that were simultaneously measured in the same imaging field.

A bootstrapped data shuffling approach was used to test the statistical significance of our observed noise and signal correlations, and to compare how the distributions of these values would look for neural responses that are statistically independent. During noise correlation bootstrapping, the trial-to-trial responses were randomly drawn (with replacement) from the neuron's responses to all repetitions of the given stimulus. During signal correlation bootstrapping, responses on each trial were randomly drawn (with replacement) from responses to all stimuli. The average noise and signal correlations across 1000 iterations of this shuffling procedure produced a distribution of noise and signal correlations, which we used to test the statistical significance of the signal and noise correlations in our unshuffled dataset (paired *t*-test, alpha = 0.01). Repeating the bootstrapping for 500 and 2000 iterations produced similar results (data not shown).

### Cluster Analysis {#bhx295s2f_9}

We used a bootstrapping approach to test if neurons that were located proximally in 2D cortical space had more similar preferences for sound frequency and ILD compared to neurons located further apart. In this manuscript, we define "clustering" as this statistical tendency for nearby neurons to show more similar stimulus preferences than distant neurons.

To test for ILD response clustering, we calculated the "ILD preference distance" as the absolute difference between the weighted ILD preferences of a pair of neurons. For a given mouse, the ILD preference distances were calculated for all pairs of neurons that were separated by ≤150 μm. We then calculated the ILD preference distances of the same number of randomly chosen pairs of neurons that were located \>150 μm apart in that mouse (as in [@bhx295C64] and [@bhx295C66]). The mean ILD preference distances from each of 1000 of such randomly chosen samples of neuronal pairs served as our bootstrapped estimate of the ILD preference similarity of distant neurons. We adopted an alpha of 0.05. Therefore, if the average ILD preference distance for the local pairs of neurons was below the fifth percentile of the bootstrapped values for distant pairs, this indicated a significant spatial clustering of ILD preferences in this mouse.

This bootstrapped analysis was used to test for clustering of weighted ILD preferences, BFs, and binaural categories. For the latter, we specifically tested clustering of EO/I, EO/F, and OO/F cells, as these were by far the most common categories observed. These categories were coded as −1, 0, and 1 for the clustering algorithm. We repeated these analyses at spatial bin sizes of 100, 150, 200, and 250 μm, and found that the greatest amount of clustering for all 3 stimulus parameters occurred at 150 μm. Therefore, only the results of 150 μm binning are reported in the Results. The mouse A1 covers an area of approximately 1 mm × 0.25 mm across the cortical surface, with the tonotopic gradient oriented along its longest axis ([@bhx295C30]).

Clustering of weighted ILD preferences and binaural categories was only tested for neurons with a BF ≥ 10 kHz. This choice was based on evidence showing that, in anechoic conditions and using free-field stimuli, ILDs produced by low-frequency sounds (\<10 kHz) in the mouse are negligible ([@bhx295C8]; [@bhx295C2]; [@bhx295C40]).

Results {#bhx295s3}
=======

Targeting Primary Auditory Cortex {#bhx295s3a}
---------------------------------

To investigate the micro-organization of spatial tuning in layers II/III of mouse auditory cortex, we performed in vivo 2-photon calcium imaging in 15 animals in which the calcium indicator GCaMP6m had been expressed by injected AAV. Auditory cortex was targeted for viral injection by following previously described stereotaxic coordinates (see "Materials and Methods" section). We also used vascular landmarks to target the area extending between 2 major V-shaped vessels running ventrodorsally between the temporal and the parietal lobes, which has been shown to correspond to the core auditory regions of A1 and AAF ([@bhx295C77]) (Fig. [1](#bhx295F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*).

![Anatomical confirmation of auditory cortex targeting. *(A)* A picture of the cortical surface of one mouse, showing the areas were A1 and AAF are located. The detail shows a widefield 2-photon image of the same area, labeled with GCaMP6m. *(B)* A coronal section from a mouse in which red fluorescent retrobeads were injected into the auditory cortex following the same coordinates used for GCaMP6m injections. The inset shows labeling in the medial geniculate body at higher magnification. The locations of different divisions (dorsal, medial, ventral) are indicated. D, dorsal; M, medial; R, rostral.](bhx295f01){#bhx295F1}

To verify the location of these AAV injections, we injected retrograde fluorescent microbeads at the same coordinates in a further 3 mice. The resulting pattern of retrograde labeling in the medial geniculate body of the thalamus confirmed that our injections had successfully targeted auditory cortex. Labeling was found mainly in the medial and ventral divisions of the medial geniculate body (Fig. [1](#bhx295F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*), indicating that primary and non-primary fields had been included in the injection sites. Furthermore, the BFs of the imaged neurons in individual mice expressing GCaMP6f transgenically exhibited a consistent high-to-low, rostral-to-caudal gradient, which fits with the tonotopic organization of mouse A1 ([@bhx295C18]; [@bhx295C17]; [@bhx295C28]; [@bhx295C29]). In the neighboring anterior auditory field, the tonotopic gradient has a different orientation, while secondary fields either contain neurons with higher or unclassified BFs, or are not tonotopically organized ([@bhx295C73]; [@bhx295C18]; [@bhx295C17]; [@bhx295C28]; [@bhx295C76]).

In 2 mice we injected GCaMP6m ∼1 mm more rostrally than our usual coordinates, and in 2 of our transgenic animals we imaged some fields beyond A1 outside these coordinates. In these regions, we observed that fewer neurons (13%) demonstrated significant frequency tuning (ANOVA, *P* \< 0.05) than in A1 (37%), and that FRAs showed less clear V-shaped tuning curves. We calculated the "coefficient of BF variation" as the standard deviation of BF across neurons in the same imaging field ([@bhx295C28]), in order to quantify the cotuning of neighboring neurons. This coefficient was slightly higher in regions outside A1 (1.023 ± 0.18 octaves, mean ± standard deviation for injected mice; 1.205 ± 0.82 octaves for transgenics) than at our A1 coordinates (0.922 ± 0.42 octaves for injected mice; 0.778 ± 0.51 octaves for transgenics), but these values were not significantly different (2-sample *t*-test; *P* \> 0.05). The BF variation was, as expected, slightly higher than that obtained in the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus of anesthetized mice using the same indicator (0.727 ± 0.43; [@bhx295C4]). Thus, while we cannot rule out the possibility that our imaging fields occasionally extended beyond the primary auditory field, the frequency tuning of the neurons and their organization into a single tonotopic gradient suggest that the majority of the data presented here were from A1.

Neuronal Sensitivity to ILD {#bhx295s3b}
---------------------------

We imaged calcium transients from 1913 neurons in 61 imaging fields with an area of 250 × 250 μm (Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*,*B*), across 15 mice expressing GCaMP6m via injected AAV. While imaging, we presented 12 repetitions of broadband noise bursts with ILDs of 0, 10, 20, or 30 dB favoring either the ipsilateral or the contralateral ear (Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*C*), as well as monaural broadband noise bursts in each ear. Each of these 9 stimuli were presented at either 2 (60 and 80 dB SPL, *n* = 6 mice) or 3 (40, 60, and 80 dB SPL; *n* = 9 mice) ABLs.

![ILD sensitivity in mouse auditory cortex demonstrated using in vivo 2-photon calcium imaging of GCaMP6m. *(A)* An example imaging area at 290 μm below the pial surface. Scale bar is 50 μm. *(B)* The lines plot the relative changes in fluorescence of the 5 neurons indicated in *(A)* during presentation of noise bursts. (*C)* Cartoon representation of auditory stimuli: 7 ILDs ranging from −30 to 30 dB ILD in 10 dB steps were presented to the mouse during the imaging session via calibrated speakers coupled to the ears via tubes inserted into the ear canals. The position of the colored dots indicates the approximate corresponding azimuthal angle relative to the mouse head based on acoustical measurements by [@bhx295C8]. Monaural stimuli were also presented to each ear (not shown). The dotted circle indicates the position of our cranial window for imaging. *(D)* Each row shows the individual (light blue) and mean (dark blue) ∆*F*/F~0~ values of the same 5 neurons from *(A,B)* in response to each of the 7 ILD values, for noise bursts presented at 60 dB ABL. Gray bars indicate stimulus presentation time. The colored dots from *(C)* are shown above each column for reference. *(E)* ILD response area plots for each of the 5 neurons shown in *(A,B,D)*. The color scale indicates the trial-averaged response of the neuron to each of the 7 ILDs (x-axis) presented at each of 3 ABLs (rows). R, rostral; D, dorsal.](bhx295f02){#bhx295F2}

The majority of calcium transients were well aligned with the onset of the stimulus (Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*D*; [Supplementary Fig. 1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Some neurons showed a clear preference for one of the ILDs presented, exhibiting consistent responses across repetitions of the same stimulus (e.g., neurons 4--5, Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*D*). For other neurons, the magnitude of the stimulus-evoked calcium transients varied considerably across repetitions of the same ILD (e.g., neuron 2, Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*D*), while some did not respond to these stimuli (e.g., neuron 1, Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*D*). For each neuron, we represented the average response to the noise bursts at each ILD and ABL using ILD response area plots (Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*E*; [Supplementary Fig. 1*A,B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Most responsive neurons showed V-shaped ILD response areas, indicating monotonic intensity sensitivity, tuning to a particular ILD, and sharper ILD preferences at lower sound levels (e.g., neurons 2, 3, and 5, Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*E*). A smaller subset of neurons showed different tuning characteristics, such as suppression by more intense sounds (e.g., neuron 4, Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*E*). As the examples in Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*D,E* illustrate, neurons in the same imaging field often had heterogeneous ILD preferences.

To rule out the possibility that the ILD responses we observed were biased by the presence of sub-threshold signals in the analysis, and to test the reliability of calcium signals in our dataset, we inferred firing rates from the intracellular calcium transients in a subset of our data. As expected, the ILD response curves obtained using the height of calcium signals and inferred spikes were similar ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We therefore used the height of the calcium signals to quantify the stimulus selectivity of the neurons throughout the rest of our analyses.

We found that noise bursts presented at 40 dB ABL elicited significant responses (paired *t*-tests; *P* \< 0.01) from about half of our imaged neurons (52.3 ± 3.6%; mean ± standard error across mice) (Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*), while most neurons responded to noise presented at 80 dB ABL (62.5 ± 4.8%). This indicates a larger recruitment of neurons for higher sound intensities over the 40--80 dB range. On the other hand, the proportion of cells that were significantly modulated by ILD (ANOVA; *P* \< 0.05) fell slightly as the ABL was increased from 40 dB (18.7 ± 3.7% of all the imaged cells; 37.3 ± 5.6% of noise-responsive cells) to 80 dB SPL (16.1 ± 3.7% of all imaged cells; 25.7 ± 4.9% of noise-responsive cells) (Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Overall, 32% of responsive neurons were sensitive to ILD for at least one ABL, which is similar to the proportions reported from intracellular recordings in rat auditory cortex ([@bhx295C39]).

![The majority of ILD-sensitive neurons prefer broadband stimuli favoring the contralateral ear. (*A)* Mean percentages of neurons responsive to sound stimulation (t-test; *P* \< 0.01) across mice at each of the ABLs tested. (*B)* Mean percentages of neurons showing ILD sensitivity (ANOVA; *P* \< 0.05) across mice. (*C)* Average normalized ILD response functions for all neurons responding maximally to ILDs of −30 (blue), 0 (green) or 30 dB (red) (data obtained from responses at 60 dB ABL). (*D)* Mean percentages of neurons preferring different ILD values at 60 dB ABL across all mice injected with GCaMP6m. (*E)* Mean position of the steepest ILD response function slopes at 60 dB ABL. (*F)* Variation in mean ILD response function slope, normalized across all the noise-responsive neurons, with ILD. All error-bars indicate standard errors.](bhx295f03){#bhx295F3}

The ILD preference of a neuron can be simply summarized as the ILD producing the largest response, which we term the "peak ILD". However, this value does not describe the response of the neuron to other ILDs or whether, for example, the neuron has a monotonic response curve or is sharply tuned to one ILD value. To visualize the typical ILD response curve of neurons with a given peak ILD, we normalized the responses of each neuron to its maximum response, and then averaged these normalized responses across neurons with the same peak ILD. Figure [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*C* shows the average ILD response curves for neurons with a peak ILD of −30 dB (blue), 0 dB (green), or 30 dB (red). The ILD functions for neurons preferring −30 and 30 dB ILDs had steep monotonic slopes and were almost symmetrical to one another around the midline. Neurons preferring 0 ILD were sharply tuned, but this response curve was asymmetrical around the midline, favoring responses to contralateral stimuli.

Figure [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*D* shows the percentage of neurons peaking at each ILD, averaged across mice. The ILD functions of most neurons peaked at ILDs corresponding to contralateral positions at all ABLs tested (Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*D* and [Supplementary Fig. 3*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and a clear minority preferred sounds that were more intense in the ipsilateral ear (22.6% of neurons at 60 dB ABL; Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*). In order to determine the region of ILD "space" within which neuronal responses were most informative, we calculated the slope of the response curve between contiguous ILD values. This slope is steepest at ILDs for which the neuron is most informative. At 60 dB ABL, the majority of neurons were most informative about ILDs around the midline or favouring the contralateral ear (Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*E*). The distribution was flatter at 80 dB ABL, perhaps due to the reduced ILD sensitivity at this high sound level ([Supplementary Fig. 3*B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also calculated, at each ILD, the average slope across all neurons with their maximal slope at that ILD. This analysis showed that ILD response slopes peaking near 0 dB were more sharply tuned than slopes at more "peripheral" ILDs (Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*F*).

The large number of neurons recorded in 2-photon imaging experiments makes principal components analysis a useful tool for capturing common response trends across neurons. We used principal components analysis to identify patterns in the responses of noise-responsive auditory cortical neurons across the 7 ILDs and 3 ABLs presented. This provides a description of ILD response curves that is free from any preconceived expectations. The analysis produces 21 principal components, ordered according to the amount of neural response variance that they explained. The first 3 principal components together were sufficient to account for 78.3% of the variance in the neural responses (53.7, 16.6, and 8% each), and the coefficients of these principal components are plotted in Figure [4](#bhx295F4){ref-type="fig"}. The first principal component illustrates that a monotonic change in the neural response across ABL, together with a more modest monotonic ILD response, explains the most variance in our data. The second component describes responses that are tuned to a particular ILD at the quietest sound level, but are omnidirectionally inhibited at the highest sound level tested. Finally, the third principal component describes monotonic ILD response functions, in which neurons respond preferentially to sounds in one hemifield in a level-independent manner. Together, these results suggest that noise-responsive neurons in mouse auditory cortex commonly: (1) are monotonically facilitated (or sometimes inhibited) by increases in overall sound level; and (2) have monotonic ILD response curves.

![Principal components analysis of the neural population responses. The eigenvectors of the first (left), second (center), and third (right) principal components of all noise-responsive neurons are plotted as a function of stimulus ILD. Sounds presented at the 3 different ABLs are plotted separately and color-coded. This demonstrates the effects of ILD and ABL explained by each principal component.](bhx295f04){#bhx295F4}

The above analyses demonstrate that a subpopulation of mouse auditory cortical neurons encode ILDs and usually prefer ILDs that favor the contralateral ear. We next sought to investigate whether a decoder is able to classify the ILD of sounds presented on single trials based on the neural population response, irrespective of the absolute level of the sound. This type of decoding analysis tests whether ILD population codes are sufficiently distinguishable across ILDs and reliable across trials to support sound localization behavior. We employed an opponent-channel decoding algorithm (see "Materials and Methods" section), which has been successfully used to investigate population codes for auditory space in the auditory cortex of cats ([@bhx295C70]) and ferrets ([@bhx295C32]). The opponent-channel decoder classifies ILDs by comparing the relative responses to a sound from 2 populations of neurons: one preferring sounds that are greater in the left ear, and the other preferring sounds that are greater in the right ear. A linear regression analysis showed that 88% of all ILD-sensitive neurons in our dataset (40% of all noise-responsive neurons) showed an overall decrease or increase in response strength across the range of ILDs tested (*P* \< 0.05) (Fig. [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The majority of our ILD-sensitive neurons could therefore be described as having monotonic ILD response functions. The responses of individual neurons were normalized and pooled into either the ipsilateral or contralateral subpopulation (Fig. [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The ILD of a sound presented on a given trial was then classified based on the relative activation between 2 subpopulations of these neurons on that trial (Fig. [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*).

![Decoding stimulus ILD from neural responses using an opponent-channel algorithm. (*A*) Trial-averaged responses (764 neurons, across 9 mice) to noise bursts that vary in ILD. (*B*) ILD response curves averaged across 2 neural subpopulations: those preferring contralateral ILDs (black), and those preferring ipsilateral ILDs (gray). (*C*) Joint distribution of the real ILD of the stimulus (rows) and the ILD classification of the decoder (columns). The grayscale represents the percentage of trials corresponding to each real/classified combination. (*D*) The mean unsigned error (MUE) of the decoder is shown across increasing neural population sizes.](bhx295f05){#bhx295F5}

We found that the opponent-channel decoder was able to classify the sound ILD on single trials with good accuracy, despite the fact that the sounds were presented across a wide range of ABLs (Fig. [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Naturally, the decoder performed more poorly when the classification was based on a small population of neurons, but the normalized mean unsigned error plateaued at \~9 dB (± 0.5 dB standard deviation) with a population of 300 neurons (Fig. [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}*D*).

Local Spatial Distribution of Binaural Preferences {#bhx295s3c}
--------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have used a weighted average (or "centroid") of responses when examining the distribution of spatial preferences of auditory neurons ([@bhx295C46]; [@bhx295C50]; [@bhx295C6]), and so we adopted this metric here. For a control comparison, we first plotted the weighted ILD preferences of neurons that were nonresponsive to noise bursts (*t*-test, *P* ≥ 0.01; white bars in Fig. [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*). As expected from the lack of a significant stimulus-evoked response, these values were normally distributed around the midline. In contrast, the weighted ILD preferences of most ILD-sensitive (ANOVA, *P* \< 0.05) neurons were skewed heavily towards the contralateral ear, especially for quieter ABLs.

![The local spatial distribution of weighted ILD preferences is heterogeneous. (*A)* Weighted ILD preference distributions obtained from all ILD-sensitive neurons across all mice injected with GCaMP6m. Data are shown separately at the 3 ABLs tested. The white bars in the plots indicate the same distributions, but obtained for neurons that were not responsive to noise bursts. (*B)* Neurons from 6 mice are plotted according to their position along the rostro-caudal, dorso-ventral, and cortical depth. ILD-sensitive neurons are color-coded according to their weighted ILD preference. For these plots, data points were obtained from responses at 60 dB ABL.](bhx295f06){#bhx295F6}

We examined the distribution of weighted ILD preferences within a local region of cortex. In most cases, AAV transfection of neurons extended over about 300 μm rostrocaudally and dorsoventrally. The location of each noise-responsive neuron was plotted as a circle on the rostro-caudal and dorso-ventral axes, with the color of the circle indicating the cell's weighted ILD preference (Fig. [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Despite the overall prevalence of contralateral and midline preferences, these maps illustrate that even neighboring neurons in the same imaging field (250 μm × 250 μm) could have widely different ILD preferences (e.g., mice 1 and 6, Fig. [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In some mice, we observed more homogeneous ILD preferences. For example, the majority of neurons in mice 2 and 4 (Fig. [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*) preferred contralateral ILDs. However, no systematic spatial organization of weighted ILD preferences was apparent in these maps across the 15 mice we investigated. We used a bootstrapping approach to test empirically, at each ABL, whether neurons with similar ILD preferences were spatially clustered in each mouse (see "Materials and Methods" section). The values were not found to significantly cluster in any the 15 mice. Together, these results suggest that there is no obvious spatial organization of weighted ILD preferences in layer II/III of mouse auditory cortex within the local (250 μm × 250 μm) microcircuit.

In addition to measuring ILD sensitivity, we categorized each neuron based on its responses to noise bursts presented monaurally in the ipsilateral ear, monaurally in the contralateral ear, and diotically at 0 dB ILD. Figure [7](#bhx295F7){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows the distribution of binaural classes across all noise-responsive neurons in 15 mice, tested at 60 dB ABL (similar results were obtained at 40 and 80 dB ABL, [Supplementary Fig. 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The vast majority of cells showed either binaural activation with no monaural response (OO/F neurons; 33.9 ± 4.7%), or a response to monaural contralateral stimuli but not to monaural stimulation of the ipsilateral ear (EO neurons; ∼47%). Of the neurons classified as EO, the majority showed binaural inhibition (EO/I; 30.1% ± 4.5% of all neurons). Similarly, the majority of OE neurons also showed binaural inhibition, although these were a small minority of the whole neuronal population (OE/I; 5.3% ± 1.4%). Overall, only 12% of neurons belonged to categories showing no binaural interactions (namely, EO/N, OE/N or EE/N).

![Local spatial distribution of binaural categories. (*A)* Percentages of responsive neurons in each binaural category, averaged across mice (mean ± sem; 60 dB ABL). (*B)* Relative cortical location of neurons in the same 6 mice shown in Figure [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*. Neurons are color-coded according to their binaural category (see "Materials and Methods" section for details). In these plots, binaural categories for each neuron were derived from the response at 60 dB ABL.](bhx295f07){#bhx295F7}

Previous extracellular recording studies in cat A1 have described bands of neurons with similar binaural properties that run orthogonal to the isofrequency axis and which are separated by \~0.5--1 mm ([@bhx295C24]; [@bhx295C44]). Given that cat A1 is \~8 mm in length along the tonotopic axis, while the full extent of mouse A1 is only \~1 mm, we can expect to see evidence of such binaural bands within our 250 × 250 μm imaging window. This might manifest as either: (1) a predominance of one type of binaural category within an imaging field that differs across fields, (2) clear spatial segregation of 2 or more binaural categories within a field, or (3) gradients of ILD preferences, akin to the gradients of binocular disparity and ocular dominance observed at the microcircuit level in cat V1 ([@bhx295C31]). The local spatial distribution of these binaural categories within the cortex is plotted in Figure [7](#bhx295F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*, and can be compared to the weighted ILD preference distribution of the same neurons in Figure [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*. As seen with the ILD preferences, the binaural categories were often heterogeneously distributed within a local region of the cortex. However, in most imaging fields there was a disproportionally large number of EO/I, EO/F, or OO/F neurons. The bootstrapping cluster analysis for responses at 60 dB ABL showed that neurons belonging to one of these 3 binaural classes were likely to be located near (within 150 μm) neurons with the same class in only 3 out of 15 mice (among these, mice 3 and 5 in Fig. [7](#bhx295F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Therefore, we again found little evidence for local spatial clustering of binaural response properties in layer II/III of mouse auditory cortex.

Comparisons of Binaural and Frequency Preferences within the Local Microcircuit {#bhx295s3d}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The distribution of pure tone frequency preferences has previously been characterized in mouse auditory cortex using 2-photon calcium imaging ([@bhx295C3]; [@bhx295C64]; [@bhx295C28]). Frequency tuning, therefore, provides a useful benchmark for our current investigation of the spatial organization of ILD preferences. In addition to the stimuli used to characterize the binaural sensitivity of the neurons, we presented pure tones at frequencies ranging from 1.9 to 50 kHz in 0.27 octave steps (spanning \~4.5 of the 6 octaves audible to mice; [@bhx295C73]) and at 4 intensity levels (40, 60, 80, and 100 dB SPL). Among all imaged neurons (*n* = 1765), 42.7% were responsive to tones (paired t-test, *P* \< 0.01) and 65.6% of these responsive neurons were sensitive to tone frequency (2-way ANOVA, *P* \< 0.05). Most of the frequency-sensitive neurons had V-shaped FRAs (Fig. [8](#bhx295F8){ref-type="fig"}*A*), with narrower tuning at lower sound levels. In keeping with electrophysiological recording studies of mouse auditory cortex ([@bhx295C41]; [@bhx295C29]), we observed an over-representation of BFs from \~10 to 28 kHz (Fig. [8](#bhx295F8){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Previous 2-photon calcium imaging studies of mouse A1 ([@bhx295C64]; [@bhx295C28]) and of corticocollicular terminals ([@bhx295C4]) have also reported a similar distribution of BFs. Evidence for whether our C57BL/6 mice would have experienced any high-frequency hearing loss by the age at which we imaged them is conflicting (e.g., [@bhx295C81]; [@bhx295C27]). The BFs in our dataset covered almost the full range of those obtained for thalamocortical axon terminals in a C57BL/6 strain in which the Cdh23^ahl^ allele that otherwise predisposes this strain to age-related high-frequency hearing loss has been corrected ([@bhx295C42]; [@bhx295C78]), but these strains may differ in the proportions of neurons tuned to high frequencies.

![Local spatial distribution of BFs. (*A)* Frequency response areas from a sample of 21 neurons imaged in the 6 mice shown in Figures [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [7](#bhx295F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*. (*B)* BF distribution for all neurons in the dataset. (*C)* Steepest ILD response function slope of each neuron plotted as a function of its BF.](bhx295f08){#bhx295F8}

High-frequency neurons rely on ILDs for their spatial selectivity, whereas low-frequency neurons are generally more sensitive to interaural time differences ([@bhx295C24]; [@bhx295C7]). However, a comparison of the maximum ILD slope and BF for all neurons that were sensitive to both ILD and frequency (*n* = 496 neurons at 60 dB ABL) revealed no correlation between these 2 measures (*r* = 0.023, *P* = 0.75) (Fig. [8](#bhx295F8){ref-type="fig"}*C*).

We examined the degree of similarity in stimulus sensitivity ("signal" correlations) and in stimulus-independent activity ("noise" correlations) between simultaneously imaged pairs of neurons, spaced up to 250 μm apart. Noise correlations can arise from connections within a local network of cells, causing them to fire together. The signal and noise correlations were estimated separately using broadband noise and pure tone stimulation, allowing us to compare the local spatial organization of ILD and frequency sensitivity with a common metric.

Signal and noise correlations in noise responses were carried out only on those neurons whose responses were significantly modulated by ILD (*n* = 600 neurons). As the distribution in Figure [9](#bhx295F9){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows, the mean signal correlation in these responses, after removing the effects of trial-to-trial noise correlations, was highly variable (0.3 ± 0.35, mean ± standard deviation; *n* = 4278 neuron pairs). Noise correlations were less variable than signal correlations, and mainly ranged from 0 to 0.4, with a mean value of 0.18 ± 0.16 (Fig. [9](#bhx295F9){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Shuffling these data in a bootstrapping analysis (red lines in Fig. [9](#bhx295F9){ref-type="fig"}*A,B*), demonstrated that the signal and noise correlations we observed were significantly larger than chance (*P* \<\< 0.01).

![Comparisons of binaural and frequency preferences within the local cortical microcircuit. (*A)* Distributions of pairwise signal correlations during ILD stimuli presentation are shown for real (black bars) and shuffled (red line) data. The *p* value is indicated for a paired t-test between the 2 distributions. (*B)* Data presented as in (*A)*, but for noise correlations. (*C*) Signal correlations calculated during presentation of ILD stimuli (black dots and line) and pure tones (red dots and line) as a function of dorso-ventral (left) and rostro-caudal (right) cortical distance between simultaneously imaged neuronal pairs. (*D)* Noise correlations presented as in *C*. In (*C)* and (*D)*, lines indicate the best linear fit to the data.](bhx295f09){#bhx295F9}

We also computed the signal and noise correlations during pure tone stimulation for pairs of frequency-sensitive, simultaneously imaged neurons (*n* = 6327 pairs). Signal (Fig. [9](#bhx295F9){ref-type="fig"}*C*) and noise (Fig. [9](#bhx295F9){ref-type="fig"}*D*) correlations were then plotted for both tones (red) and broadband noise (black) stimuli as a function of the distance between neuronal pairs along the dorso-ventral (left) and rostro-caudal axes (right). These plots allowed us to investigate whether cells positioned more proximally in cortical space showed more similar responses than distant neurons. The signal correlations (0.46 ± 0.22) for tone responses were much higher than those measured in the responses to ILD stimuli (*t*-test, *P* \<\< 0.01), possibly reflecting the more homogeneous distribution of BFs relative to the preferred ILDs within local regions of the cortex. The noise correlations for pure tone responses (0.24 ± 0.15, mean ± standard deviation) were similar to those exhibited by pairs of neurons during presentation of the ILD noise stimuli, and to those reported in previous studies of auditory cortex ([@bhx295C64]). A tail of higher noise correlation values (up to 0.8) was present among proximal neurons, both during presentation of ILD stimuli and pure tones, suggesting that nearby neurons were more likely to be active on the same trials. Noise and signal correlations decreased only modestly, although significantly, with distance along the rostro-caudal and dorso-ventral axes, as indicated by the *r* and *P* values in Figure [9](#bhx295F9){ref-type="fig"}*C* and *D*. The fact that these correlations remain high and stable throughout the imaging field is consistent with the presence of local (\~200 μm) processing networks in auditory cortex, as proposed by [@bhx295C64].

Visual inspection of 3D plots of neuronal BFs throughout cortical space confirmed that within a local region of A1, neurons were often tuned to a common frequency range (Fig. [10](#bhx295F10){ref-type="fig"}). Some imaged areas contained predominantly low-frequency neurons (mouse 1, Fig. [10](#bhx295F10){ref-type="fig"}), whereas others were dominated by higher frequency tuning (mouse 2, Fig. [10](#bhx295F10){ref-type="fig"}). Our bootstrapped cluster analysis indicated that the BFs of neurons were spatially clustered within these local fields in 7 out of 15 mice (including mice 1, 5, and 6 in Fig. [10](#bhx295F10){ref-type="fig"}). The absence of significant clustering in the other mice may be due to the limited cortical area in which neuronal BFs were measured in those mice. This is the case, for example, in mouse 4 (Fig. [10](#bhx295F10){ref-type="fig"}).

![Neuronal sensitivity to pure tone frequency is more homogeneously distributed than sensitivity to ILDs. Three-dimensional plots of the relative cortical location of neurons in the same mice shown in Figures [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [7](#bhx295F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*. Neurons are color-coded according to their BF. Tone-responsive neurons that did not show significant frequency sensitivity are shown in white.](bhx295f10){#bhx295F10}

Global Spatial Distribution of Binaural and Frequency Preferences {#bhx295s3e}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We have so far focused on the distribution of binaural and frequency sensitivity within local areas (≤250 × 250 μm) of auditory cortex. The availability of a reporter mouse line expressing GCaMP6f in cortical neurons constitutionally expressing the excitatory marker CaMKII alpha enabled us to examine the representation of such preferences over a much larger area (up to \~1.2 × 1.2 mm) in 3 mice. This also allowed us to target A1 by observing the high-to-low, rostral-to-caudal tonotopic gradient that distinguishes this field from surrounding areas of auditory cortex in mice ([@bhx295C18]; [@bhx295C17]; [@bhx295C28]).

Out of a total of 992 imaged cells in these transgenic mice, 40.9% were found to be responsive to noise bursts (across the 3 ABLs) and 32% of these noise-responsive neurons were sensitive to ILDs. For pure tone stimulation, 26.4% (262 neurons) of the imaged neurons were found to be responsive and 51.9% (136 neurons) of these neurons were sensitive to tone frequency. We found a slightly larger proportion of neurons to be responsive to noise and tones in our experiments that used GCaMP6m (see above) compared to GCaMP6f, which is to be expected given the increased sensitivity of the higher-affinity "m" form of GCaMP6 ([@bhx295C9]). Similarly, the mean signal (0.21 ± 0.15; mean ± standard deviation) and noise (0.11 ± 0.07) correlations between pairs of simultaneously imaged neurons during pure tone presentation were lower when measured with GCaMP6f. Importantly, despite the doubling of the pairwise correlations overall in GCaMP6m animals, the relative difference between the signal and noise correlations and between the correlations measured for the 2 stimulus types remained the same across these 2 indicators.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a reporter line expressing GCaMP6f has been used to study auditory cortical responses in mice: for this reason, we cannot directly compare our percentages of responsive and sensitive cells to any previous report. However, [@bhx295C9] described the performance of GCaMP6f when studying orientation selectivity in the visual cortex of the mouse and found that \~35% of imaged cells were responsive to visual stimulation, which is very similar to the proportion found here for auditory stimulation in A1.

For each mouse, we produced 2D maps in which the BFs of the neurons were represented according to their positions along the rostro-caudal and dorso-ventral axes of the cortex (Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A*, left column). As expected for A1, a gradient of low to high-frequency preferences was observed in all 3 mice, proceeding from the most caudal to the most rostral imaging fields. For each mouse, the orientation of the tonotopic gradient was identified analytically (see "Materials and Methods" section), and is indicated by the arrows in Figure [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A* (left column). Plotting the BF of each neuron as a function of distance along this axis confirmed the existence of a smooth tonotopic gradient in all animals (Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Because, the same brain coordinates were imaged in all animals in this study, the presence of this tonotopic gradient confirmed the targeting of A1 in both the 3 transgenic mice and the 15 GCaMP6-injected mice. The large cortical area imaged in our transgenic mice favored the identification of local clusters of BFs in our bootstrapped analysis, and statistically significant BF clustering was confirmed in all 3 transgenic animals (*P* \< 0.05).

![Sound frequency, but not binaural preferences, are topographically organized over large distances in A1. (*A)* Each plot shows the location of neurons along the rostro-caudal and dorso-ventral axes of the cortex. Data from a different transgenic mouse expressing GCaMP6f are plotted in each row, with neurons color-coded according to their BF (left column), weighted ILD preference (middle column), or binaural category (right column). Dotted grids indicate 200 × 200 μm. Gray shaded areas illustrate the position of blood vessels on the cortical surface. In the BF plots, the arrow indicates the orientation of the tonotopic gradient. (*B)* BFs plotted against distance along the tonotopic axis in each mouse, together with the corresponding line of best fit. (*C)* Weighted ILD preferences (WA, weighted average) plotted against distance along the axis orthogonal to the tonotopic gradient. (*D)* Number of EO/I and OO/F cells at different positions along the axis orthogonal to the tonotopic gradient.](bhx295f11){#bhx295F11}

In contrast to the topographic order of sound frequency representation, maps of weighted ILD preferences in the transgenic mice suggested that this parameter did not change systematically across the cortical surface (Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A*, middle column). The medial border of ILD response functions (based on analyses in [@bhx295C59]) also showed no clear spatial organization within the cortical microarchitecture (\<250 μm) or at the global scale (\~1 mm) ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We calculated the coefficient of variation for weighted ILD preferences similarly to the coefficient of BF variation presented above (see *Targeting primary auditory cortex*). Very similar values were obtained with GCaMP6m in injected mice (16.17 ± 1.2 dB, mean ± standard deviation) and GCaMP6f in transgenic mice (15.11 ± 3.3 dB, mean ± standard deviation) (2-sample *t*-test; *P* \> 0.05).

A prevalence of EO/I, EO/F, and OO/F neurons was evident in these transgenic mice (Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A*, right column), as in the injected mice. Furthermore, visual inspection of the binaural category maps in these animals revealed some patches of binaural clusters, amid an overall heterogeneous distribution. Some previous electrophysiological studies have suggested that neurons sharing similar binaural properties form bands or clusters along the isofrequency axis at this global scale, so we examined these trends in our data. First, we plotted the distribution of preferred stimulus locations along the axis that was orthogonal to the BF gradient in each mouse (Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*C*). This plot revealed no systematic relationship between the weighted ILD preferences of these neurons and their cortical position. Second, the bootstrapped cluster analysis also failed to find statistical evidence of weighted ILD preference clustering in these 3 mice. Finally, we plotted the number of OO/F and EO/I neurons within 100 μm bins along the isofrequency axis (Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*D*). These neuron types often overlapped along this spatial axis, and a possible spatial segregation of categories was apparent in only 1 of the 3 mice examined (middle plot). However, the bootstrapped analysis provided no evidence for statistically significant clustering of EO/I, EO/F, and OO/F cells in these 3 mice.

Together, these results suggest that on the global scale, a clear tonotopy is evident in mouse A1, whereas no clear segregation of neurons with different binaural properties is present beyond occasional clustering of binaural properties.

Discussion {#bhx295s4}
==========

We used in vivo 2-photon calcium imaging to investigate ILD sensitivity and the local and global organization of binaural responses in layer II/III neurons of mouse auditory cortex. Approximately one-third of acoustically-responsive neurons showed significant ILD sensitivity and most of these responded monotonically to values corresponding to contralateral free-field sound sources, in keeping with microelectrode recording results in other mammalian species ([@bhx295C45]; [@bhx295C7]). Nevertheless, ILD sensitivity varied considerably across individual neurons, and included peaked ILD functions corresponding to midline locations and neurons with a preference for ipsilateral ear stimulation. Amid this diversity, our cortical maps and statistical clustering algorithm found little evidence for anatomical clustering of neurons with similar ILD sensitivity (0/18 mice showed significant clustering) or of the same binaural category (3/18 mice were significantly clustered) at the 250 μm scale, and no evidence for a broader (\>0.5 mm) systematic organization of these properties across the cortex. This contrasts with tone frequency preferences, which showed significant clustering in over half of mice imaged (10/18), and a clear tonotopic gradient (3/3 transgenic mice). Together with the spectral cues generated by the head and external ears ([@bhx295C40]), ILDs determine the spatial selectivity of the neurons and therefore indicate that, as in other species ([@bhx295C47]), there is no map of space in mouse auditory cortex.

ILD Sensitivity {#bhx295s4a}
---------------

Our analysis of ILD sensitivity is consistent with the presence of a majority of neurons responding more vigorously at higher ABLs (Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*E*, [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*, [4](#bhx295F4){ref-type="fig"}, and [Supplementary Fig. 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and preferring contralateral ILDs (\~65% of noise-responsive neurons; Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*E*, [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*, [4](#bhx295F4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A,C*, and [Supplementary Fig. 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Neurons preferring stimuli centered at the midline (0 dB ILD; \~10% of noise-responsive neurons) or in the ipsilateral ear (\~24% of noise-responsive neurons) were also present (Fig. [2](#bhx295F2){ref-type="fig"}*E*, [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*, [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A, C*, and [Supplementary Fig. 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A similar range of ILD sensitivity has been reported in electrophysiological studies of auditory cortex in adult mice ([@bhx295C57]), rats ([@bhx295C23]; [@bhx295C39]), cats ([@bhx295C26]; [@bhx295C85]), ferrets ([@bhx295C7]), pallid bats ([@bhx295C59]), and monkeys ([@bhx295C86]). This may underpin the heterogeneous spatial receptive fields of high-frequency A1 neurons reported in many species ([@bhx295C45]; [@bhx295C25]; [@bhx295C58]; [@bhx295C50]; [@bhx295C59]). It is also interesting to note that we observed an enhanced response to ILDs favoring the ipsilateral ear at the highest sound level used (80 dB SPL; [Supplementary Fig. 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with this result, fMRI studies of human auditory cortex, which tend to present sounds at \~80 dB SPL to avoid masking by scanner noise, also report ILD functions with a secondary maxima at 30 dB ipsilateral ([@bhx295C71]; [@bhx295C22]). Together, these results indicate that range of ILD response functions observed in the auditory cortex of mice is typical of those found in other mammalian species with good high-frequency hearing, so this is a highly conserved and presumably important coding strategy for spatial sound representation.

We found that about one-third of responsive neurons were ILD-sensitive (Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*). This fits with the results of intracellular recordings in rat auditory cortex ([@bhx295C39]), whereas extracellular recordings of ILD sensitivity in other mammals have found a higher percentage of spatially sensitive neural units ([@bhx295C26]; [@bhx295C65]; [@bhx295C51]; [@bhx295C7]). This could reflect a true species difference, as carnivores have generally been found to have better sound localization acuity than most rodents on behavioral tasks ([@bhx295C20]). However, extracellular recording techniques tend to oversample particularly active neurons ([@bhx295C69]) and are more prone to pooling action potential responses across multiple neurons, which could help to explain the discrepancies across these groups of studies.

A recent neural decoding study has suggested that the presence of heterogeneous spatial tuning across individual neurons within a cortical hemifield may be essential to sound localization performance ([@bhx295C15]). We used a previously established opponent-channel decoder to examine how well the responses of mouse auditory cortical neurons can support ILD classification (Fig. [5](#bhx295F5){ref-type="fig"}). We found that with large populations of neurons in our dataset (\>200 neurons), the decoder performed with a mean unsigned error of \~9.2 dB (±0.5 dB standard deviation). This is approximately double the mean unsigned error of \~4.5 dB reported for 200 ferret auditory cortical neurons using the same algorithm (calculated from the normalized errors in [@bhx295C32]), which fits with the poorer minimal audible angles reported in mice ([@bhx295C21]; [@bhx295C40]; but see [@bhx295C2]). In the free field, monaural spectral cues will also contribute to broadband sound localization in mice, but it is interesting to note that cortical sensitivity to ILD cues alone is a good predictor of the azimuthal sound localization performance measured in ferrets with narrowband noise stimuli ([@bhx295C32]). Our results therefore provide testable predictions for future sound localization experiments in mice.

As in ferrets ([@bhx295C7]) and cats ([@bhx295C70]), we found that the slopes of the ILD response functions were usually sharpest around the midline (Fig. [3](#bhx295F3){ref-type="fig"}*E*, [Supplementary Data Fig. 3*B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) at the 2 lower ABLs tested. This supports the evidence from several species that sound localization accuracy is greatest near the midline ([@bhx295C48]; [@bhx295C54]; [@bhx295C61]). Behavioral studies of sound localization in mice are so far limited ([@bhx295C13]; [@bhx295C21], [@bhx295C40]), and it is unknown whether their acuity varies with stimulus eccentricity in the manner predicted by the ILD sensitivity of cortical neurons.

Studies quantifying the HRTF of mice have found that ILDs are negligible at low frequencies ([@bhx295C8]; [@bhx295C40]), which suggests that only neurons with high BFs would prefer large ILDs. However, we found no relationship between BF and sensitivity to ILDs (Fig. [8](#bhx295F8){ref-type="fig"}*C*), in keeping with previous results in rat A1 ([@bhx295C84]). There are several explanations for this result. First, ILDs show weaker frequency dependence in echoic environments ([@bhx295C49]), and are larger overall for sound sources that are very close to the head ([@bhx295C12]). Consequently, nearby low-frequency sounds in more natural, echoic environments may generate larger ILDs in mice than those described by traditional free-field studies in this species. In support of this prediction, it has been shown that low-BF neurons in the brainstem of the cat exhibit sensitivity for ILDs ([@bhx295C75]). Second, A1 neurons are known to be highly non-linear, and respond to energy in broadband sounds that is well outside the excitatory frequency response area estimated with pure tones ([@bhx295C41]). In fact, 56.9% of ILD-sensitive neurons in our study were found to be insensitive to the frequency of pure tones. Thus, even low-BF neurons can respond preferentially to large ILDs.

Organization of Binaural Preferences {#bhx295s4b}
------------------------------------

The 1D tonotopic organization of A1 and some other cortical fields potentially allows a systematic variation in sensitivity to other stimulus features within the isofrequency domain ([@bhx295C68]). Among the sound parameters that may be arranged in this fashion, bands of cells with similar binaural properties elongated approximately orthogonal to the isofrequency axis have been described in A1 ([@bhx295C24]; [@bhx295C44]) and the secondary auditory cortical area ([@bhx295C67]) in cats. Although later work employing more complex schemes for classifying binaural interactions failed to identify these binaural bands, evidence that cortical neurons with the same binaural properties form anatomically discrete clusters has been obtained in cats ([@bhx295C60]; [@bhx295C51]), ferrets ([@bhx295C56]; [@bhx295C33]), rats ([@bhx295C34]), guinea pigs ([@bhx295C65]), owl monkeys ([@bhx295C62]), and pallid bats ([@bhx295C59]).

In the present study, we adopted a binaural categorization accounting for both neuronal responses to monaural stimulation and for binaural interactions. This choice was made in order to facilitate comparisons with the above literature. We found that the majority of responsive cortical neurons could be classified as either EO/I, OO/F, or EO/F (Fig. [7](#bhx295F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The proportions of these cells in our data are highly similar to those reported in an intracellular study of rat auditory cortex ([@bhx295C39]). The demonstration of cortical binaural facilitation (OO/F) in the mouse is an interesting result in itself, as it suggests that the mouse may be used to study binaural mechanisms for attending to signals in noisy environments. In fact, we found that 88% of neurons in our injected mice showed some form of binaural interaction. This is consistent with previous results in rodents ([@bhx295C23]; [@bhx295C57]), as well as in higher mammals ([@bhx295C44]; [@bhx295C85]; [@bhx295C36]), which also show that most responsive neurons exhibit binaural interactions.

We found that the binaural classes of neurons were spatially distributed throughout the cortex in a largely unorganized manner (Fig. [7](#bhx295F7){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A,D*). Statistically significant local clustering of EO/I, EO/F, and OO/F cells was observed in only 3 of 18 animals. In these 3 cases, the clustering did not resemble the 2 large, anatomically separate regions described in pallid bats ([@bhx295C59]) and rat (where they reside in A1 and VAF, respectively; [@bhx295C23]). While it remains possible that clearer evidence for anatomically segregated neurons with distinct ILD response functions may exist outside the regions mapped in the present study, the scattered clusters of binaural cell types we observed do resemble those described in earlier studies in rats ([@bhx295C34]), cats ([@bhx295C85]), ferrets ([@bhx295C33]), and monkeys ([@bhx295C62]). A possible origin for the segregation of binaural response properties lies in the parallel brainstem pathways to cortex, which predominantly utilize either excitatory or inhibitory binaural interactions to derive sensitivity to ITDs and ILDs, respectively. However, whereas other species use both binaural cues for localization in the horizontal plane, mice are primarily dependent on ILDs ([@bhx295C8]; [@bhx295C79]; [@bhx295C40]). This may therefore explain the lack of binaural bands in cortex, although this explanation is inconsistent with the segregation of binaural responses in the rat auditory cortex ([@bhx295C34]).

As in previous studies (e.g., [@bhx295C46]; [@bhx295C23]; [@bhx295C84]), we used both the ILD eliciting the largest response (i.e., the peak ILD) and the weighted average of ILD responses (or weighted ILD preference), as measures of spatial preference. But whereas a systematic shift in activity across A1 with stimulus ILD or azimuth has been described in pallid bats ([@bhx295C59]), the present experiments show that preferred ILDs are heterogeneous within the local microarchitecture of mouse auditory cortex and are not spatially organized on a more global scale. It remains possible that binaural properties are more clearly organized within or between higher cortical areas, or within deeper layers of mouse A1.

Methodological Considerations {#bhx295s4c}
-----------------------------

Two-photon calcium imaging enabled us to measure the responses of large numbers of neurons within the supragranular layers of auditory cortex, while knowing their cortical location with unprecedented spatial resolution. However, due to the slow buffering of calcium from neurons following spiking activity, it is not possible to resolve the fine timing of individual action potentials using this technique. Several electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that the timing of action potentials generated by auditory cortical neurons can sharpen the spatial tuning provided by a firing rate code ([@bhx295C72]; [@bhx295C52]), but the functional relevance of this timing information remains unclear. Both spike rate and first-spike latencies of neural responses are informative about a sound-source's spatial location ([@bhx295C43]; [@bhx295C50]; [@bhx295C52]), but sound localization accuracy in ferrets can be well accounted for by an opponent-channel decoder that uses only the firing rates of A1 neurons ([@bhx295C32]).

[@bhx295C3] and [@bhx295C64] used 2-photon calcium imaging of bulk loaded fluorescent dyes in anesthetized mice to show that the BFs of nearby neurons in layers II/III of A1 can differ substantially, with tonotopy becoming apparent only at larger spatial scales. Subsequent 2-photon imaging studies revealed that frequency selectivity is locally more homogeneous in layer IV of A1 ([@bhx295C82]), whereas [@bhx295C28] reported robust tonotopy even in layers II/III of A1 in awake transgenic GCaMP3 mice. Our experiments were carried out under anesthesia so that precisely calibrated binaural stimuli could be delivered to the ears, to maximize head stability during imaging, and to facilitate comparison with previous studies of ILD processing. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that anesthesia may have contributed to the heterogeneity of ILD sensitivity we observed (Fig. [6](#bhx295F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A,C*), the spatial tuning of auditory cortical neurons in awake cats has been found to be more level invariant but otherwise largely unchanged relative to anesthetised cats ([@bhx295C43]). Moreover, although we observed local variability in BF, the majority of neurons within local cortical regions were tuned to a comparable frequency range (Fig. [10](#bhx295F10){ref-type="fig"}) and tonotopic gradients were observed in individual mice (Fig. [11](#bhx295F11){ref-type="fig"}*A,B*). It therefore seems unlikely that the use of anesthesia alone can account for the much less precise organization of binaural response properties in the cortex. Rather, it appears that the ILD preferences of A1 neurons are more varied within imaging fields than their BFs, as indicated by the marked differences in signal correlations.

There are, however, several caveats to this conclusion. First, our calcium imaging was restricted to cortical layers II/III. Some authors have reported that binaural properties vary with depth and that a clustered organization may be present only in the thalamorecipient layers ([@bhx295C55]; [@bhx295C63]). Indeed, we observed that the predominant binaural category in an imaging field can change with depth, even within the supragranular layers. Second, 2-photon imaging studies have shown that the highly ordered pinwheel organization of orientation tuning in the primary visual cortex of higher mammals is absent in rodents ([@bhx295C53]). Consequently, high-resolution calcium imaging in non-rodent species will be needed to confirm whether the functional organization of binaural and other auditory response properties is preserved across mammals.
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